First comparison and diagnostic tool released for Apple iOS Devices.
Compare more than 100 specifications of your iPhone or iPad device with previous or new models.
São Paulo, SP – February 2, 2013 – Startup Lirum Labs announced the release of its Lirum Device
Info app for iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad devices. It’s the first app of its kind to provide detailed
specifications of each model of each iOS device ever released. With ten categories of specifications, such as Connectivity, Battery and Display, the app organizes more than a hundred fields, and allows the user to visually compare the specifications of two devices side-by-side. For example, the user can choose to compare it’s current iPhone 4S with an iPhone 5, to see how many features evolved, and how much each feature has evolved. In addition
to the comparison feature, the application offers a number of other unique and helpful features: a real-time graph
showing the status of the device memory, with an option to “force release” RAM, a sortable/searchable process
list and system log; a real-time multicore CPU usage graph, and a list of active connections (displaying all IP’s that
your device is connected to). The app also provides a beautiful battery life prediction screen, and real-time sensor
feedback (for the accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer).
“Sometimes users can get confused about each generation of their iPhones / iPads: not knowing for sure, what
GSM or CDMA bands are compatible with their specific model. If the device is refurbished, how to make sure that
the accelerometer is OK, or how to quickly identify it as an iPhone 4 or 4S, an iPad 3rd generation or 4th, and so
on? Our solution will deal with these situations, and will also provide a complete set of technical information, diagnostic, monitoring and profiling tools.” said Lirum Labs founder and CEO, Rogerio Hirooka. “We want this app to
be commonplace amongst developers and users. They are welcome to feed our support forum, suggesting more
features and providing feedback.”
Lirum Device Info is available in the iTunes App Store today, for $2.99 USD. There is also a Lite version, available for
free. The product is an Universal App compatible with iPhone, iPod Touch, iPad and iPad Mini.
Download Lirum Device Info – http://bit.ly/Xw7FBa
About Lirum Labs
Lirum Labs is a startup specialized in mobile application development, providing solutions for industry and financial institutions since 2008. Headquartered in São Paulo, Brazil, Lirum Labs devteam has experience in all major
mobile platforms, Apple iOS, Google’s Android and Microsoft Windows Phone.
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